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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This deliverable is part of the reporting for work package 3 “New Technologies for Asset Creation”
and hence deals with the capturing plan for lightfield assets. Lightfields within SAUCE have two major
purposes: a) To demonstrate the enhanced post-processing possibilities by capturing partially
volumetric object information and b) To introduce a new asset type: multi-dimensional
spatio/temporal content.
Consequently, the deliverable describes the methodologies for capturing 5D lightfields, the availability
of the respective tools within SAUCE and the plan to when and what to capture. Lightfield assets will,
unless explicitly stated and required due to usage restrictions on the asset itself, be made available to
the public. Some, but not all, assets are required to be available M18 (compliant to D3.3 “Lightfield
Assets for SAUCE”), hence the current deliverable will focus on the period between M10–M18.
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BACKGROUND

One of the goals of SAUCE – in addition to the task of making existing assets smarter by labeling
and / or transforming – to investigate the “implicit smartness” of new asset formats. One of the most
promising formats for naturally captured content are so called lightfields.
The set of points part of the convex hull of a three dimensional scene and within the frustum of an
imaging device can be captured. This results in one ray per such point. Plano-stereoscopic captures
extend this to two rays per point, mirroring the average disparity of the two eyes of a human
observer. Multi-view imaging enlarges the set of available rays. Since each camera has an own view
onto the scene the overall set of scene points captured is larger than that on the convex hull seen by
a single camera, allowing viewpoint changes and other post-processing technologies. Lightfields
consequently can be interpreted as the extension of multi-view imaging towards a quasi-continuous
capturing of rays within the frustum of the capturing device. Lightfields typically are represented by
four dimensions, semantically denoting a spatial location (2 dimensions) and an angular direction (2
dimensions) of a ray. This parameterization can describe the spatial location and the direction of a ray
unanimously and is independent from the location(s) of the capturing entity, specifically of the
positions of single cameras. It does not imply cameras are arranged on a plane.
Within SAUCE we plan to extend this view to the 5th dimension: Time. A ray out of a set of 4D-rays is
captured at a specific time and hence represented by 5 dimensions.
The asset and capturing plan consequently considers both:

•
•

The implicit smartness of lightfields (incl. 4D lightfields) and hence increased -post-processing
opportunities. This smartness incudes but is not limited to the inherent 3D-information that
significantly eases repurposing the content (e.g. changing the camera position a posteriori).
The extension of 4D lightfields to the temporal domain in the form of a) light field videos and
b) spatio-temporal adjustment of rays.

D3.1 relates to several other documents already available or to be published in a later phase of
SAUCE:
•
•
•
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D1.2: Self-Assessment Plan [M6, Available]
D3.3: Lightfield Assets for SAUCE [M18]
D8.1: Experimental Production Scenarios [M12]

INTRODUCTION

Since the major purpose of this deliverable is to layout the plan for as well the exact (technical)
specification of assets as their generation (capture), the document will be structured around the
different forms of lightfield assets created within SAUCE.
Chapter (4.1) will introduce Lightfields shot with a plenoptic still image camera. Since Lytro Illum
provides a database format that is agreed in the community (e.g. INRIA 1 & EPFL2 data sets) and also
used by SAUCE partners3, this chapter focusses on small assets captured with Lytro Illum.
For lightfield videos and arbitrary 5D lightfield content the lightfield array provided by USAAR will be
1
2
3

https://www.irisa.fr/temics/demos/IllumDatasetLF/index.html
https://jpeg.org/plenodb/lf/epfl/
https://v-sense.scss.tcd.ie/?p=1548
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